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Our qualitative approach in 2019 covered CCO representatives, 
Parks Pilot activators and participants

10 x CCO telephone interviews

Club community organisations

30 x pre-recruited interviews

6 x Immersion Days 

15 x on-the-spot interviews

6 x visited
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DCMS OUTCOMES
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DCMS outcomes: Parks Pilot improved participants’ physical and 
mental wellbeing, and increased self-efficacy

Physical wellbeing: 
activity level 

Mental wellbeing: 
subjective wellbeing  

Individual 
development:                  
self efficacy 

Social and community 
development: 

social trust  

Social and community 
development: 

volunteering and social 
engagement 

How well did they do these overall? 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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Community engagement: sustained engagement will help CCOs 
to identify a specified target audience and tailor their approach

Parsloes Park, 
West Ham 

Audience Venue

Audit the profile of your local area

Identify your target audience

Be inclusive, but targeted

Decide in conjunction with audience

Ensure accessibility

Not about maximum footfall

Albert Park, 
Middlesbrough

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AudienceConsider local demographics  when planning the parks programme to ensure that the target audience is accessible within the local communityWhilst the parks programme should feel inclusive to participants, CCOs should not employ an ‘open door policy’Trying to cater to all is likely to lead to lower participant retention, and reduced improvement of DCMS outcomesVenueLocations and venues, while to some extent dictated by local deprivation data, should be decided in conjunction with the target audienceIn general, venues should be easily accessible on foot for the target audience, to minimise barriers to participationHowever, suitable venues are not about maximum footfall, as the majority of participants should have been engaged with prior to the programme launch
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Community engagement: once an audience is identified, CCOs 
should work with their audience to cater to their needs

George Salter Academy, 
West Bromwich

Scheduling Surveys

Based on understanding of audience

Consider audience’s lifestyle factors

Scheduling should ensure inclusivity 

Requires trust-building

Convey survey purpose 

Flexible method of completion

Dawdon Welfare 
Park, Sunderland

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SchedulingThe timing of parks sessions should be decided upon following knowledge- building of, and consultation with the target audienceConsider factors like their working status, childcare responsibilities, and travel time to the venue, to ensure the sessions feel as accessible and inclusive as possible to the targetData collectionCollecting pre-survey data requires trust to be built between CCO representatives and the participantsEarly and close engagement with target audiences is vital to ensure that participants are comfortable completing the pre-survey, and understand its purposeEarly engagement is also important in understanding the method by which participants would prefer to complete surveys – consider issues like tech literacy
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SESSION DESIGN
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Simple team-based football offer tends to 

deliver the most fulfilling parks experience

Session design: sessions should always be tailored towards the 
target audience after close community engagement

‘Soccercise’ approach involving drills and 

basic equipment can also deliver success

However, at each parks programme, the design of the session should reflect the needs of 
the target audience, based on close consultation prior to the programme launch

WWFC Foundation Arena, Wolverhampton

E.g. WWFC Foundation, Wolverhampton

- Targeted at inactive males aged 30+

- ‘Fans not footballers’

E.g. Foundation of Light, Sunderland

- Targeted at local mums

- Cardio / skill-based session design
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Session design: When designing the session structure, there are a 
number of other considerations to keep in mind

Cultural preferences

Multi-activity approach 

does not guarantee 

retention

Building relationships 

through engagement 

strengthens buy-in

E.g. football cricket can 
introduce the South Asian 
community to football

Often simplicity is key

Reduced pressure to 
design a captivating 
programme 
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DATA COLLECTION
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Data collection: community engagement and incentivisation can 
ease the process, needed to measure impact

- Obtaining personal data, particularly among some LSEG 

audiences, poses barriers to participation

- Consistent staffing will help to build trust and break down barriers

- Dedicated staff on site will ensure data collection is a priority

- Points-based reward initiatives work well to encourage 

participation and survey completion

- Engage with audience to understand preferred mode

Note: data on physical activity levels and postcode is the most 

essential for proving impact
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
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Here are our key recommendations to deliver a successful parks 
programme

Community engagement

- Identify a target audience and hone your approach accordingly

DCMS outcomes

- Promote the physical and mental benefits of the programme

Session design

- Keep it simple, with the target audience’s needs in mind

Data collection

- Build trust with the audience to ease pre- and post-survey process
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E: alex.gibson@wearemtm.com

T: +44 (0) 20 3750 8472

ALEX GIBSON
SENIOR RESEARCH EXECUTIVE

THANK YOU 
FOR LISTENING_

E: ross.taylor@wearemtm.com

T: +44 (0) 20 7395 7510

ROSS TAYLOR
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